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NSW I 
GOVERNMENT 
OUT15/1713 
File No. 15/21 

Trade & 
Investment 
Resources & Energy 111111.111 II 1 I 

Mr Howard Reed 
Manager, Mining & Extractive Industries Department of Planning 
NSW Department of Planning & Environment 
GPO Box 39 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 4 FEB 20M 

Dear Mr Reed 
Scanning Room 

Condition 7(h) Schedule 3 of the Russell Vale 
Project Approval 10_0045 MOD2: Longwall 6 (365m) Extraction Plan 

Russell Vale Colliery requires the Division of Resources and Energy's satisfaction for a 
series of management plans consistent with Condition 7(h) of Schedule 3 of Project 
Approval 10_0045 MOD2. 

Russell Vale Colliery submitted the document "Russell Vale Colliery Russell Vale East 
— Longwall 6 (365m) Extraction Plan" on 17 December 2014. DRE assessed the 
following Plans / Program within that document: 

1. Coal Resource Recovery Plan 
2. Subsidence Monitoring Program 
3. Spontaneous Combustion Management Plan 
4. Appropriate revisions to the Rehabilitation Management Plan 
5. Built Features Management Plan 
6. Public Safety Management Plan 

Documents 1 to 4 above meet the requirements of Condition 7(h) of Schedule 3 of 
Project Approval 10_0045 MOD2. 

The Built Features Management Plan meets the requirements of Condition 7(h) of 
Schedule 3 of Project Approval 10_0045 MOD2 subject to the following condition: 

The Electricity Transmission Line Management Plan and the RMS Built Features 
Management Plans should be endorsed by the respective infrastructure owners. 

The Public Safety Management Plan meets the requirements of Condition 7(h) of 
Schedule 3 of Project Approval 10_0045 MOD2 subject to the following condition: 

The stated frequencies of inspections in the Public Safety Management Plan 
TARP are amended such that inspections are to be carried out in the same 
manner as previous Longwalls 4 and 5. 

Yours sincerely 

Kylie Hargreaves 
Deputy Secretary 
Resources & Energy 

- I — 

GPO Box 5477, Sydney NSW 2001, Australia 
Level 49 MLC Centre, 19 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia, 

Tel: +612 9338 6600 Fax: +612 9338 6860 www.trade.nsw.gov.au ABN: 72 189 919 072 





EPA 1111111 
Our reference: EF/3016:DOC13/69609-1:ATC 
Contact: Andrew Couldridge (02) 4224 4100 

Mr Clay Preshaw 
NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure 
GPO Box 39 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 

Dear Mr Preshaw 

Depa.,rtm.le-nl of- 51:7n-rTil 

Scannir4 Room 

3 0 OCT 2013 

3LF,nnIng 

SUBMISSIONS REPORT 
MAJOR PROJECT APPLICATION 

NRE NO 1 COLLIERY — UNDERGROUND EXPANSION PROJECT (MP 09 0013) 

I am writing in reply to your electronic request for comment dated 4 October 2013 regarding the 
Submissions Report for the Gujarat NRE No 1 Colliery — Underground Expansion Project. 

The Environment Protection Authority (EPA) has reviewed the Submissions Report and believes that its 
comments on pit top operations have been substantially addressed. 

The EPA will welcome the opportunity to review the subsequent Management Plans required to be 
prepared under the Project Approval. 

Should you require any further information, please contact the above officer on (02) 4224 4100. 

Yours sincerely 

M i l l 7  O a r  77- ' W i e r  20a 
WILLIAM DOVE 
Unit Head Regulation 
Environment Protection Authority 

(N:\2013 \COAL MINES \NRE1-L12040‘ATC 00C13/69609-1 RTS NRE NO 1 UNDERGROUND EXPANSION PROJECT.DOC) 

PO Box 513 Wollongong NSW 2520 
Level 3, 84 Crown Street, Wollongong NSW 
Tel: (02) 4224 4100 Fax: (02) 4224 4110 

ABN 43 692 285 758 
www.epa.nsw.gov.au 



Helping the community conserve our heritage 

 

 Contact:  Katrina Stankowski 
Phone:  (02) 9873 8569 
Fax:  (02) 9873 8550 
Email:   Katrina.Stankowski@heritage.nsw.gov.au 
File No:  A1691387 & A1691467 
Job ID:   10/013221 
Your Ref:MP 09_0013 

Ms Jessie Giblett 
Planning Officer – Mining Projects 
Department of Planning & Infrastructure 
GPO Box 39 
SYDNEY  NSW  2001 
 

 

 
Dear Ms Giblett 
 
RE: Heritage comments on the combined Preferred Pro ject Report and Response 
to Submissions Report for the NRE No. 1 Colliery – Underground Expansion 
Project (MP 09_0013). 
 
I refer to your two emails dated 2nd October 2013 referring the combined Preferred 
Project Report and Response to Submissions Report for the NRE No. 1 Colliery 
Underground Expansion Project to the Heritage Council for comment. 
 
It is noted that the Heritage Council has previously provided comment on this project in 
February 2011 and in February 2013, when the EA was on public exhibition.  
 
The February 2013 correspondence stated that as long as the Applicant adhered to their 
Statement of Commitments as listed in the EA (Section 14.4, pg 224, and the Statement of 
Commitments, pg 518) with regard to mitigation of impacts to any items of cultural heritage, 
the historic heritage at this site (which relates to the former South Bulli Colliery) would be 
adequately managed during the lifetime oft his project”. 
 
The Statement of Commitments listed in the EA on public exhibition in February 2013 
were: 

1. A Conservation Management Plan will be prepared for the Project. The plan will 
reflect the future need of the site as a continuing mine and include procedures to 
follow for the discovery of unanticipated ‘Relics’. 

2. No items identified as having heritage value or contributing to the heritage value of 
the site will be demolished as part of this project. 

3. A photographic recording of the 1887 portal and the site will be undertaken and 
copies will be lodged with the appropriate local and state repositories. 

4. A photographic recording of the site should be undertaken, to Heritage Archival 
Recording standards, prior to commencement of construction for the Project, to 
provide a lasting record for the site prior to the new development. Copies of the 
recording should be lodged with the appropriate local and state repositories. 

5. Items of moveable heritage, including historical photos, plans, maps, records and the 
like will be documented, collated and catalogued. Items of moveable heritage will be 



Helping the community conserve our heritage 

retained at their current location on site and documented including historical photos, 
plans, maps and records to Heritage Archival Recording Standards. A conservator 
will provide advice regarding the long term storage of items to maximise their survival. 
When the item has been appropriately catalogued it will be donated to a suitable 
repository. Appropriate repositories will be identified prior to project works 
commencing. 

6. No secondary extraction will occur beneath or within 1km of the Cataract Dam Wall. 
 
In the Preferred Project and Response to Submissions Report the Applicant has stated 
that the proposed Statement of Commitments above are unnecessary because “NRE 
has an existing approved Heritage Management Plan for the Pit Top that incorporates 
these measures and meets the requirements of the Preliminary Works Pt3A. This plan is 
updated at the end of each approved longwall and resubmitted for approval for the 
following longwall”. 
 
As Delegate of the Heritage Council this is not considered adequate. This is particularly 
the case as a number of issues were identified with the draft Heritage Management Plan 
when it was reviewed by the Heritage Branch of OEH in September 2012. As the plan 
was never resubmitted for comment, it is unclear whether these issues were dealt with 
and whether any actions relating to the Applicants original six statement of commitments 
were included within that plan. 
 
Therefore, it is recommended that if the proposed project is approved, the six original 
statement of commitments (as listed above), should form part of the approval conditions. 
 
If you have any questions regarding the above advice, please feel free to contact Katrina 
Stankowski at Katrina.Stankowski@heritage.nsw.gov.au. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
22/10/2013 
 
Vincent Sicari 
Manager – Conservation Team 
Heritage Branch 
Office of Environment & Heritage 
Department of Premier & Cabinet 
 
As Delegate of the NSW Heritage Council 















Our Ref: STH09/02236/10 
Contact: Jayd Marsh — 4221 2561 

/ I tO 7-• 
NSW 
GOVERNMENT 

Transport 
Roads & Maritime 
Services 

The General Manager 
Department of Planning & Infrastructure 
GPO Box 39 
Sydney NSW 2001 

Attention: Jessie Giblett 

II 11111111111 PCU53530 11 11 
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & INFRASTRUCTURE — MAJOR PROJECT APPLICATION 
MP 09 0013 — NO.1 COLLIERY UNDERGROUND EXPANSION PROJECT — PPR & RTS 

Dear Madam, 

Reference is made to additional information received on 11 April 2014 regarding major project 
application MP09_0013 — No.1 Colliery Underground Expansion Project (UEP). 

Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) has reviewed the submitted information and notes that 
there is an increase of approximately 33 Passenger Car Units (PCU's) per hour (one way). RMS 
does not consider that this increase in traffic generation would have a significant impact on the 
operation and performance of the main road network. Based on this, Roads and Maritime has 
no objections to the application in principle subject to any technical implications regarding 
subsidence being referred to the Wollongong Coal RMS Longwall Mining Technical Committee. 

RMS highlights that BelIambi Lane is now a local road under the care and control of Wollongong 
City Council. On this basis RMS has not considered any noise implications associated with the 
modifications on sensitive receivers on, and near BelIambi Lane. 

Upon the Department's determination of this matter, it would be appreciated if the Department 
could forward a copy of the Notice of Determination to RMS within the appellant period for 
advice and consideration. 

Adam Berry 
Network and Safety Manager 
Network Management, Southern Region 

CC — The General Manager, Wollongong Council (via email) 
- Dianne Munro, Hansen Bailey 

Roads & Maritime Services 

2 § MAY 2014 

IN; of 1.3!,-nning I 

0 MAY zou 

L,c1r1; io: (t. I 

Level 4, Southern Regional Office, 90 Crown Street, Wollongong NSW 2500 I PO Box 477 Wollongong East NSW 2520 
T 02 4221 2460 I F 02 4221 2777 I www.rmservices.nsw.gov.au I 































Hi 111111 1111 PCU54714 

Mr David Kitto 
Director Mining Projects 
Department of Planning and Environment 
GPO Box 39 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 

Attention: Jessie Giblett 

Dear Mr Kitto 

PO Box 323 Pen rith NSW 2750 
Level 4, 2-6 Station Street 
Penrith NSW 2750 
Tel 1300 722 468 Fax 02 4725 2599 
Email info@sca.nsw.gov.au 
Website www.sca.nsw.gov.au 

Our Ref: D2014168955 

Departmenl: 

s 0 JUL 2014 

Scanning 

RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS DOCUMENT 
WOLLONGONG COAL RUSSELL VALE COLLIERY 

PRELIMINARY WORKS PROJECT MODIFICATION 2 NO. MP 10_0046 MOD 2 

I refer to your Department's e-mail dated 9 July 2014 inviting comments on the 
Response to Submissions (RTS) document for the Wollongong Coal Russell Vale 
Colliery modification application 2. 

The Sydney Catchment Authority (SCA) has adopted a set of principles that underpin 
its decision making in relation to mining activities in the Special Areas. These have 
been communicated to Wollongong Coal and to Department of Planning and 
Environment on previous occasions. The SCA has also developed performance 
measures for natural and built features of interest to the SCA for this project, which are 
detailed in our submission dated 16 May 2014. The SCA has assessed the proposed 
mining proposal contained in the RTS against its mining and coal seam gas principles 
and performance measures. 

The RTS provides a further minor revision to subsidence predictions and more 
discussion on geological structures. The RTS also includes revised groundwater 
modelling and assessment and surface water modelling. 

The SCA notes there has been no drilling undertaken to confirm the full extent of the 
Corrimal Fault in the northwest and possibility of reactivation of the fault and/or 
connection with Cataract Reservoir. The SCA continues to have major concerns with 
regards to the potential for induced leakage from the Cataract Reservoir and longwall 
mining within the Cataract Dams Safety Committee (DSC) notification area. These 
concerns were highlighted in our earlier submission on the project. 

The SCA also notes that the surface water modelling report (Appendix E) states that it 
is not currently feasible to definitely quantify any overland stream flow losses that may, 
or may not, result from the potential loss mechanisms. 

The SCA has reviewed the RTS document including accompanying appendices. 
Notwithstanding this information the SCA's position on the application remains as 
stated in our submission dated 16 May 2014. In summary the SCA considers that there 
are significant issues that need to be addressed. We object to the proposal as it 

Printed on recycled paper 
ABN 36 682 945 185 



currently stands, particularly with regard to its incursion into the Dams Safety 
Committee Notification Area surrounding Cataract Reservoir. 

The SCA's particular concerns remain largely as detailed in our earlier submission and 
are summarised as: 

• Incomplete knowledge of key geological structures known to occur in the area 
proposed to be mined. 

• The potential loss of stored waters from Cataract Reservoir to underground 
mine workings at the upper arm of Cataract Reservoir as a result of mining 
induced leakage. 

• The impact on the environment of Cataract Creek and associated tributaries, 
swamps and dependent ecosystems as a result of the loss of stream flow, 
reduction in base flows, increased acidification and iron precipitation, and the 
reduction in shallow water tables affecting swamp vegetation and significant 
impacts to the "Special Significance" upland swamp CCUS4. 

In light of our objection to the proposal, the SCA recommends: 
1. The DSC Notification Area around Cataract Reservoir be adopted as an 

Exclusion Zone where no longwall mining is permitted. 
2. The proposed adaptive management approach proposed for mining 

activities not be used due to the lag time for mining-related impacts to 
manifest and changes required to be implemented. 

3. The SCA's impact performance measures developed for the proposed 
mining area be adopted. 

4. The Department seek expert advice on the substantive issues raised in 
this submission prior to making a recommendation on the proposal. 

The SCA requests the opportunity to continue to be involved in any ongoing 
assessment of the application. 

Further queries about our submission can be directed to Malcolm Hughes, Senior 
Manager Planning and Environment, who can be contacted on 4724 2452 or via e-mail 
malcolm.hughes@sca.nsw.gov.au. 

Yours sincerely 

CV 
GRAHAM BEGG 20/0- 

General Manager Catchments 
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APPuCATI0ltl MP.2009tr3
Date 13 November 2013

Dear Sir/Madam

PREFERRED PROJECT REPORT - MÂJOR PROJECT - UNDERGROUND EXPANSION
OF NRE No.I COLLERY (MP-2009/1i).

Thank you fot ptoviding Council the oppornrnity to review the proponent's Preferred Project Repott fot
the proposed undergtound expansion of NRE No. 1 Colliery.

Council ¡otes that Gujarat NRII Coking Coal Ltd through the Preferred Project Report process has

sþif,rcantly modified the original proposal, in response to issues raised by govemment agencies, Council
and public submissions. The main changes in the revised proposal include removing the originally
proposed Wonga West longvalls and rest¡icting longwall extrâction to the Wonga East area only with a

corresponding lesser total resource yield of 4.7 mrllion tonnes of coal, instead of the originally ptoposed

yield of 31.1 million tonnes. In light of these changes, the revised project life for the mine is also reduced

from 18 yeârs to 5 years.

Council requests that the attached submission be taken into consideration during the Department's

assessment of the Preferred Project Report. In this regard, the removal of the Wonga V¡est longwalls as

per this revised proposal has resolved a number of issues pteviously identihed by Council in its
submission at dre time of the origrnal Envfuonmental Assessment review. Flowever, sevetal issues remain

untesolved, including the necessary construction of thtee (3) acoustic bariets, in order to protect
surrounding residential areas from noise emanating from dre mine's pit top opetations. .Àdditionally, the

proposed Wonga East longwall panels A2 LW6 and À2 L\V7 still sit beneath three (3) 'special

signiFrcance' swamps and hence, it is recommended that these longwalls either be deleted, reodentâted or
shortened in length, in order to protect these swamps from subsidence telated impacts.

Should you have any enquires or wish to discuss this matter further assistance with tegard to this mâtter

please contact Ron Zwicket, Special Projects Manager on (02)4227 7639,

Yous faithfully

David Fatmet
Genetal Manager
Wollongong Cþ Council

l-ls I tAP | I)AC I IMER6É fYP€ c00E' | <00CUM€NÌ,NAIáEr



Council Submission on Preferred Project Report for the Proposed Underground
Expansion of the NRE No. I Golliery

Previous Council lssues raised
during the assessment of the
original Environment
Assessment Report

Preferred Project Report Response Resolution of lssue?
(Yes/Nol /
CouncilComment

'Special Sienificance' U oland
Swamos
1. LongwallpanelA1-LW3

be shortened in length to
ensure that the longwall
panel does not slt below
swamp CCUS1.

Longwall panels A1- LW1- LW3 have

been re-orientated so as to ensure
that LW3 is no longer underneath
swamp CCUSL.

Yes.

2. Longwallpanels A2 LW7

and A2 LW8 be either
deleted or shortened in

length to ensure that
swamp CCUS5 is not
undermined / adversely
affected by any
subsidence related
impacts.

The originally proposed longwall
panelA2 LW8 has been deleted,
under the Preferred Project Report.

However, longwall panel A2 LW7

remains unchanged and hence, stíll
sits below the 'special significance'
swamp CCUSS.

No.

The longwall panelA2
LW7 is recommended to
either be deleted,
reorientated or
shortened in length to
minimise any potential
subsidence related
impacts upon the 'specÍal
signifícance' upla nd
swamp CCUSS.

3. Longwall panelA3 LW2

be deleted or shortened
to ensure that the
'special significance'
swamp WCUS4 willnot
be subject to subsldence
related impacts. lf
longwallpanelA3 LW2

was deleted, other
upland swamps LCUS18

and WCUSll would also

be protected from any
subsidence related
ímpacts / hydrological
losses.

AllWonga West longwall panels
(including A3 LWz) have been deleted
under the Preferred Project Report
response.

Yes.

4. Longwall panels A3 LW3

and LW4 be reduced in
length to guarantee that
swamp WCUST willbe
adequately protected.

AllWonga West longwall panels
(including A3 LW3 and LW4) have
been deleted under the Preferred
Project Report response.

Yes.

Giant Burrowing Frog

5. The lateral tributary of
Lizard Creek in which a

colony of the G¡ant
Burrowing Frog was

AllWonga West longwall panels, the
Wonga Mains driveage and the
proposed first workings in the
Western Balgownie and Western Bulli
seam have been deleted under the

Yes.

tls I LAP | 0Át | (lverge fyp€ CodeD i (oocument Namen



detected, including its
upland catchment area

should be further
protected from
subsidence impacts.

Preferred Project Report response

AllWonga West longwall panels

(including A3 LW2) have been deleted
under the Preferred Project Report
response.

Yes.6 Deletion of longwall
panelA3 LW2 to protect
the'specíal significance'
headwater swamp
WCUS4 and upland
swamps WCUSl1 and
LCUSL8 and to protect
the habitat of the Giant
Burrowing Frog.

All Wonga West longwall panels

(íncluding A3 LW4 and A3 LWs), the
Wonga Mains driveage and the
proposed first workings in the
Western Balgownie and Western Bulli

seam have been deleted under the
Preferred Project Report response.

Yes.7 Deletion of longwall
panels A3 LW4 and A3
LW5, in order to protect
1't order streams of
Lizard Creek Tributary 2
and to protectthe
breeding habitat of the
Giant Burrowing Frog.

Yes8. Reduction in the length
of longwall panels A3

LW2 and A3 LW3, in

order to protect the 1't
order streams of Lizard

Creek Tributary L and

upland swamp LCUS18

and'special significance'
upland swamp WCUS11.

All Wonga West longwall panels

(including A3 LW2 and A3 LW3) have

been deleted underthe Preferred
Project Report response.

Yes.Longwall panels A2 LWg - LW11 have

been reorientated to run parallel to
Cataract Creek, in order to minimíse
any undermining or potential
subsidence related cracking impacts.

9. Reduction in the length
of longwall panel A2 LW9

to protect Cataract Creek

from undermining and
potent¡al subsidence
refated cracking.

YesL0. Deletion of longwall
panel A2 LW8 to protect
Cataract Creek from
potential subsidence
related impacts and to
protect the 'special
significance' upland
swamp CCUSS and the L't

order strea ms connected
to CCUSS, in order to
maintain the habitat of
the Giant Burrowing
Frog.

Proposed longwall panelA2 LW8 has

been deleted, under the Preferred
Project Report.

Proposed longwall panelA2 LW7 st¡ll No.1J. Reduction in the length

Lls I tAP | OAC | ilMerge lype Code, I n0ocummt-Nøne,



of longwall panel A2

LW7, to protect the
'special significa nce'
upland swamp CCUS5.

sits below the 'special significance'
upland swamp CCUS5. The longwallpanelA2

LW7 is recommended to
either be deleted,
reorientated or
shortened in length to
minimise any potential
subsidence related
¡mpacts upon the 'special
significance' upland
swamp CCUS5.

t2. Reductíon in the length
of longwall panel A2 LW6

to protect the 'special
significance' upland
swamps CCUS4 and
cRUS1.

Proposed longwall panel A2 LW6
remains unchanged under the
Preferred Project Report and hence,
sits below both the 'special
significance' upland swamps CCUS4

and CRUSl.

No.

The longwall panelA2
LW6 is recommended to
either be deleted,
reor¡entated or
shortened in length to
minimise any potential
subsidence related
impacts upon the 'special
significance' swamps
CCUS4 and CRUS1.

Heath Fros
13. Deletion of longwall

panels A3 LW4 and A3

LW5, in order to protect
L't order streams of
Lizard Creek Tributary 2

and to protect the
habitat of this frog
species

All Wonga West longwall panels
(including A3 LW4 and A3 LW5) have
been deleted underthe revised
proposal.

Yes.

t4. Reduction in the length
of longwall panels A3
LW2 and A3 LW3, in
order to protect the 1'r

order streams of Lizard

Creek Tributary 1 and
upland swamp LCUS18

and'special significance'
upland swamp WCUS11.

AllWonga West longwall panels
(including A3 LW2 and A3 LW3) have
been deleted under the revised
proposal.

Yes.

15. Reduction in the length
of longwall panel A2 LW9
to protect Cataract Creek
from undermining and
potential subsidence
related cracking.

LongwallpanelA2 LW9 has been
reorientated to run parallelto
Cataract Creek, in order to minimise
any undermining or potential
subsidence related cracking impacts.

Yes

16. Deletion of longwall
panel A2 LW8 to protect
Cataract Creek from
potent¡al subsidence

Proposed longwall panelA2 LW8 has

been deleted, under the Preferred
Project Report.

Yes

tS I LAP I oAC I rNterge lype Codotr | *oouumnl N¿rer



related impacts and to
protect the 'special
significance'upland
swamp CCUS5 and the l't
order streams connected
to CCUSS.

t7 Reduction ín the length
of longwall panel A2
LW7, to protect the
'specia I significa nce'
upland swamp CCUS5.

Proposed longwall panelA2 LW7 still
sits below the 'spec¡al significance'
upland swamp CCUS5.

No.

The longwall panelA2
LW7 is recommended to
either be deleted,
reorientated or
shortened in length to
minimise any potential
subsidence related
impacts upon the 'special
significance' upland
swamp CCUS5

No.

The longwallpanelA2
LW6 is recommended to
eíther be deleted,
reorientated or
shortened in length to
minimise any potential
subsidence related
impacts upon the 'special

significance' swamps
CCUS4 and CRU51.

18. Reduction in the length
of longwall panel A2 LW6

to protectthe 'special

significance'upland
swamp CCUS4 and
CRUS]..

Proposed longwall panelA2 LW6

remains below the 'special
significance' upland swamps CCUS4

and CRUS1.

Yes.Red Crowned Toadlet
19. Deletion of longwall

pane! A3 LW2 to protect
the'spec¡al significance'
headwater swamp
WCUS4 and upland
swamps WCUS1l and
LCUS18 and to protect
the habitat of the Giant
Burrowing Frog and the
Red Crowned Toadlet.

All Wonga West longwall panels

(including A3 LW2) have been deleted
under the revised proposal.

Yes.20. Reduction in the length
of longwall panel A3
LW3, in order to protect
the 1r and 2nd order
streams of LCTL.

AllWonga West longwall panels
(including A3 LW3) have been deleted
under the revised proposal.

Yes2t. Deletion of longwall
panel A3 LW5, in order to
protect 1't order streams
of Lizard Creek Tributary
2, LCUS25 and to protect

AllWonga West longwall panels

(including A3 LW5) have been deleted
under the revised proposal.

LIS I LAP | oAC | "lverqe 
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the breeding habitat ot
the Red Crowned
Toadlet.

Stuttering Barred Frog

22. The deletion of A2 LW8

and reductíon in A2 LW7

to protect 'special
significance' upland
swamp CCUS5 and to
protect the hab¡tat of the
Stuttering Barred Frog.

Longwall panelA2 LW8 has been
deleted under the Preferred Project
Report. However, longwall panelA2
LW7 remains directly below the
'special significance' swamp CCUS5.

No.

The longwall panelA2
LW7 is recommended to
either be deleted,
reorientated or
shortened in length to
minimise any potential
subsidence related
impacts upon the 'special
significance'upland
swamp CCUSS and to
further protect the
habitat of the Stuttering
Barred Frog.

23 The monitoring of the
current lonswallA2 LW5

On-going monitoring of longwall A2
LW5 is being undertaken.

Yes.

Green and Golden Bell Frog

24. Targeted survey work
and impact assessment is

recommended to be
undertaken for the Green
and Golden Bell Frog
(GGBF) prior to any
determination of the
project.

The revised Biodiversity report by
Biosis dated 20 September 2OL3
(contained in the Preferred Project
Report) indicated that the Green and
Golden Bell Frog has not been
recorded within the study area and
hence, no targeted survey work was
undertaken.

The Preferred Project Report (section
2.2.1on page 234) also indicated that
"there is only one known marginal
habitat for the GGBF on the NRE No.
L Colliery Pit Top. This is Dam 6 which
is proposed to be removed as part of
the realignment of the BellambiGully
Creek in the MP10-0046 Preliminary
Works Pt3A application."

The Preferred Project Report (page
234) also stated that "NRE also
received approval EPBC 20LL1589L
under the EPBC Act for the proposed

works to Dam 6 and Bellambi Gully.
This approval also required
monitoring and a management plan

to be developed for the GGBF in Dam

6. The BMP addresses the conditional
requirement of the EPBC Act approval
NRE has been monitoring Dam 6 for 4
years and no GGBF's have been

Yes. Based on the
Preferred Project Report
advice that no GGBF's

have been detected on-
site during the last 4
years, no further targeted
survey work is considered
necessary for the GGBF.
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detected during this period of time."
25. A detailed Assessment of

Significance is required
for the Green and Golden
Bell Frog (GGBF) is also
recommended, prior to
the approval ofthe
project. This is essential
since the GGBF was
previously recorded
within the NRE No. 1

Russell Vale Colliery site
and works are proposed
within the pit top area of
the colliery.

The Preferred Project Report
confirms that targeted monitoring of
GGBF has been carried out on the Pit
Top area near Dam 6 over the last 4
years and no GGBF's have been
detected. Therefore, no detailed
Assessment of Significance is required
for the GGBF.

Yes. Given that the
Preferred Project Report
confirms that no Green
and Golden Bell Frogs
(GGBF's) have been
detected on-site during
the last 4 yea rs, no
further targeted survey
work nor detailed
Assessment of
Signifícance is considered
necessary.

No.

The original Noise
Assessment report by
ERM dated 30 November
2012 involved detailed
acoustic modelling which
was based on certain
noise attenuat¡on /
mitigation measures
being provided on-site,
including:(i)a3metre
high acoustic barrier to
the south of Broker
Street (ii) a 3.6 metre
high roadside type barrier
to the north ofthe
internal access road from
the weighbridge to the
Princes Highway and (iii)

noise mitigation of
certain equipment such

as mine ventilation fans
and dozers.

Therefore, concern is
raised about potential
noise impacts upon
surrounding residential
areas from pit top
activities, if the noise
barriers are not installed.

Further, the recent no¡se

audit report (ie referred
to in the Preferred

ltlo.ise Mitieation Measures
26. Construction of a 3 metre

high barrier to the south
of Broker Street, Russell

Vale near the
intersection with West
Street.

The Preferred Project Report (page

254) states that "The sound walls
were included in the modelling but a

proposed noise bund to the south of
the site was not included to ensure

that the modelling was conservative.
Since the preparation of the EA, NRE

has been advised by both
independent consultants and DPI

noise professionals that the sound
walls would have very little impact on
noise attenuation in the proposed

locations. This is why NRE reguested
the modification of the Preliminary
Works Pt3A to remove the walls and

undertook to implement the findings
and recommendations of an
independent noise audit. The removal
of the walls from the modelling in this
EA would not make a significant
difference to the outcome given its
already conseruative modelling and
the negligible contr¡bution the walls
make to noise management."

The Preferred Project Report (page

256) also indicates that "NRE will
utilise the existing NMP process to
ensure that appropriate actions are
implemented to meet specific noise

criteria that are determined as

appropriate for the operation."
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Project Report) does not
properly consider how
certain weather
conditions (ie wind speed
and direction, cloud
cover etc) influence noise
emanating from the pit
top activit¡es.

Therefore, Council
reiterates its original EA

comments that the three
(3) acoustic barriers are
necessary and should be
subject to appropriate
conditions of consent, in
the event that the
Department ultimately
approves the revised
proposal.

27 Construction of a 3.6
metre high roadside type
barrier to the north of
the internal access road
from weighbridge to the
Princes Highway.

As above, the Preferred Project
Report indicates that no acoustic
barrier will be provided.

No.

The provisíon of th¡s 3.6
metre high acoustic
barrier is recommended
as a condition of consent
should the Department
ultimately recommend
approval of the revised
proposal.

28. Construction of a 3 metre
high noise barrier to the
south of the s¡te.

As above, the Preferred Project
Report indicates that no acoustÍc
barrier will be provided.

No

The provision of this 3
metre h¡Bh acoustic
barrier is recommended
as a condition of consent
should the Department
ult¡mately recommend
approval ofthe revised
proposal.

29. Other noise mitigation
measures ídentified in

the ERM acoustic report
be implemented. This
will ensure that some
acoustic relief is provided
to res¡dents from any pit
top activities.

The Preferred Project Report (page

246) indicates that "NRE is

undertaking noÍse mitigation on the
conveyor and has engaged an

industrial acoustic engineer to
provide advice on other options to
reduce noise emÍssions from existing
infrastructure. The attended noise
monitoring is continuing in liaison
with DPI to determine the baseline
operating noise levels at night during

No"

The Preferred Project
Report fails to provide
conclusive advice as to
what noise mitigation
measures will be

introduced in order to
address potential noase

impacts from the Pit Top
a rea activities, especia lly
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truck load¡ng activities
and dozers working upon

the stockpile areas.

Noise impacts along

Bellambi Lane also
remain unresolved.

Therefore, Council
requests that the NSW

Department of Planning
and lnfrastructure
guarantee that
appropriate noise
mitigation measures are
implemented as part of
any such Part 3A
approval.

the winter / autumn period to
provide data for further assessment

of the noise levels and potential
actions that may need to be

undertaken by NRE and DPl."

No.

The construction of the
new screening and sizing

station should be a

condition of consent if
the appfication is

ultimately approved.

Appropriate conditions of
consent should also be

required which
satisfactorily add ress the
air quality (PM10
particulate and total
suspended particulate)
issues.

The Preferred Project Report (page

228) indicates that: (i)the Balgownie
conveyor has been decommissioned
and the vast majority of the conveyor
has been removed (ii)the Bulli

declíne belt has also been removed
and (iii) the new Wongawilli
conveyor, stackout conveyor and

tripper have been installed.

However, the new screening and

sizing station unit has not been

constructed at this point in time.

Further, air quality concerns
rega rding dust paniculate emissions

especially concentration of PM10
particulate and total suspended
particles remain uncha nged.

Air Qgalitv Mitisation Measures
30. The completion of all

Stage 1 coal handling
facility upgrades namely:
(i) the removal of the
existing Balgownie
decline conveyor and

storage bin and
replacement with a

newly designed
Wongawilli decline
conveyor on a similar
alignment (ii)

decommissioníng of the
existing Bullidecline
conveyor (iii)
construction of a
stackout conveyor and
tripper system and (iv)

construction of a new
screening and sizing

station.
YesThe Preferred Project Report (page

330) confirms that the existing
approved AQGGMP requires the
decline conveyor and all new
conveyors to be fully enclosed. This
plan is updated annually or as

required in liaison with EPA, WCC and

OEH and re-submitted to DoPl for
approval.

3L. The full enclosure of the
coal conveyor to the
stockpile areas.

Yes.The Preferred Project Report (page

228) confirms that the screening and
32. The full enclosure of the

screening and sizing
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plant, in orderto
minímise dust emissions

sizing plant will be fully enclosed
when constructed.

33. An automatically
controlled fixed stockpile
spray system around the
stockpile areas.

The current stockpile spray system is
automated and linked to an

anemometer located on the thickener
tank near the stockpile area.

Yes.

34. A mobile water truck be

used throughout the site
Water trucks are already used to
suppress dust on both sealed and
unsealed areas of the site and this
management practice is contained in

Appendix C of the AQGGMP.

Yes.

35. Roadside sprays. Watertrucks are proposed and used
rather than a ret¡culated road side
spray.

Yes.

36, Provision of truck
washing facilities that are
used for all trucks, prior
to departure from the
site.

A truck washing system is already in
use and is proposed as a continuing
control.

Yes.

37. All trucks must be

covered before leaving
the site, in orderto
minimise the potential
for dust impacts along
haul routes.

The covering of loads prior to leaving
the site is both a regulatory
requirement and is included in the
Drivers Code of Conduct.

Yes.

38 All surfaces on which
trucks park or travel in

the truck loading area

shall be sealed to
facilitate dust control
and water management-

The Preferred Project Report (page
228) NRE reaffirms its commitment to
seal all haul roads and truck parking
areas.

Yes.

39. A bobcat mounted road
sweeper be used on all
sealed surfaces.

The Preferred Project Report (page
228) confirms that the area around
the Pit Top workshop and portals
areas is swept by a road sweeper
regularly to keep dust levels down.
NRE is also committed to sweep
BellambiLane weekly.

Yes.

40. Fixed water sprays at
selected points on a

number of surface and
underground conveyor
systems.

The Preferred Project Report (page
228) indicates that there are already
water sprays on the underground
conveyor system to keep
underground dust levels at an

acceptable level.

Coal will also be transported on-site
using a network of covered
convevors, where pract¡cable.

Yes.

Aboriginal Cultu ral Heritase
lssues

4t. longwallpanefs A2 LW9

Under the Preferred Project Report,
proposed longwall panels A2 LWg -
A2 LWlL have been reorientated in

Yes. Given that Aboriginal
archaeological sites 52-2-
0099 and 52-2-0299 are
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both identified as having

a low scientific
significance, no objection
is raised to the proposed

revised longwall panel A2

LW10.

and A2 LW10 be reduced
in length, in order to
protect significant
Aborigina I archaeological
sites.

order to minimise the impact upon

Cataract River and its tributaries,

However, longwall panelA2 LW10

remains situated below Aboriginal
archaeological sites 52-2-0099 and

52-2-0299 (both axe grinding sites)

which are both identified as having a

low scientific significance.
Yes. Site 52-2-0603 is
identified as having a

high cultural heritage
significance to Aboriginal
people yet low scientific
significance. The refore,
the sign-off by the NSW

Office of Environment
and Heritage is

recommended given the
cultural heritage
significance.

The Preferred Project Report
confirms that Aboriginal stakeholders
part¡c¡pated in a series of site visits
conducted between 4 and 6

September 201.3. The Preferred
Project Report also confirms that the
risk of impact to Aboriginal sites

within the study area generally
ranges between negligible, and low,

except for site 52-2-0603 (shelter

with art and artefact) which is below
longwall panelA2 LWlL and is likely

to be subject to a moderate imPact

risk, as a result of up to 1.5m of
additional subsidence and up to
250mm of horizontal compression.

42. The assessment of
Aboriginal cultural
heritage issues is

recommended to be

undertaken prior to any
project determination; in
line with the
Department's EA

requirements.

No.

Council requests that
traffic modelling be

required for the next 5
years (2018) which deals
with affected
intersections and mid-
block performance, príor

to the determination of
the application.

The Preferred Project Report does

not include any traffic modelling for
the revísed life of the mine (ie up to
the end of2018).

Traffic lssues

43. Further traffic modelling
and assessment is

recommended for the
full life of the coal mine
up to Year 2031. The

required traffic modelling

/ assessment should
focus on relevant key

intersections and mid-
block performance. The

modelling should also
include an additional 12
years of background
traffic growth al L%o for
BellambiLane and 5%fo¡
the Northern D¡stributor.

No.

Therefore, CouncÍl
requests that the
Department impose a

condition of consent
requiring that
appropriate negotiations
take place with both

The Preferred Project Report does

not provide any response to Council's
previous submission request that
negotiations take place with Councíl

and the Roads and Maritime Seruice

(RMS) concerning funding towards
road maintenance works to mitigate
the impact of addÍtional trucks along
the haulage routes,

44. The proponent shall be

required to enter into
negotíations wíth Council

and RMS regarding the
funding of additional
road maintenance to
mitigate the impact of
additional trucks along
the haulage route,
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Wollongong City Council
and the NSW Roads and
Maritime Service
concernìng funding
towards road
maintenance works as a

result of the additional
trucks using local and
regional roads between
the site and the Port
Kembla CoalTerminal.

45 Changes to the internal
layout should comply
with the relevant
Australia n Standard and
provide adequate
parking and turning
space to accommodate
staff, delivery and service
vehicles. Separation of
employee's vehicles and
heavy vehicles is

recommended to ensure
that conflicts do not
occur.

The Preferred Project Report does
not propose separat¡on of employee's
vehicles and haulage or delivery
trucks. The PPR also fails to make any
changes to the internal parking layout
and delivery areas within the Pit Top.

No

Council requests that
appropriate conditions of
consent be imposed
requiring the sealing and
line marking of the
employee's carpark.

However, given that the
revísed life of the mine is
fora maximum 5 year
period, it is considered
reasonable not to require
the construction of a new
haulage road or
employee access road. ln
the eventthat a separate
new application is

ultímately lodged for the
Wonga West mine lease
area, then a new haulage
road or employee access
road should be

considered at that time.
Other lssues
46. Potential Surface Water

and Groundwater
lmpacts

The Preferred Project Report does
not adequately assess the impacts of
the proposed míning activities on
both the perched and the regional
aquifer.

NO

HydraulÍc modelling
under the NSW Office of
Water guidelines is

recommended to be
undertaken by a suitably
qualified groundwater
expert, prior to the
determination of the Part
3A application.
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Director of Assessments 
Department of Planning & Environment 
GPO Box 39 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 

Dear Sir/ Madam 

11111116 11 
Your Ref: MP-09-0013 
Our Ref: Z14/239719 
File: MP-2009/13 
Date: 3 July 2014 

RUSSELL VALE COLLIERY - RESIDUAL MATTERS REPORT - MAJOR UNDERGROUND EXPANSION PROJECT 
(MP-2009/13) 

Thank you for providing Council with the opportunity to provide comments on the Residual Matters Report for 
the Major Underground Expansion project for Russell Vale Colliery at Russell Vale. 

Council notes that the Residual Matters Report is in response to agency submissions, including Council's 
submission dated 13 November 2013 with respect to the previous Preferred Project Report. 

However, the majority of issues raised in Council's previous submission remain unresolved. In this regard, the 
proposed Wonga East longwall panels A2 LW6 and A2 LW7 remain beneath the three (3) 'special significance' 
swamps (CCUS4, CCUS5 and CRUS1), despite Council's request for these longwall panels to be either 
deleted, significantly shortened or reorientated, in order to protect these 'special significance' swamps from 
any subsidence related impacts. Council notes that the Residual Matters Report clearly acknowledges that 
'special significance' swamp CCUS4 in particular will experience adverse ecosystem health effects, arising 
from reduced water holding capacity and reduced water quality, due to subsidence related impacts. 

Further, Council notes that the Noise Impact Assessment report has not yet been completed, in order to 
address Council's previous concerns regarding pit top operational noise impacts upon surrounding residential 
properties. Therefore, Council reiterates its previous position that the three (3) acoustic barriers are required 
upon the perimeter of the site, in the absence of any possible alternative noise attenuation measures which 
may or may not be addressed in the pending Noise Impact Assessment report. 

In light of the above, Council requests that the Department reconsider the issues raised in Council's previous 
submission dated 13 November 2013 and that the pending Noise Impact Assessment report be forwarded to 
Council for consideration, when it is completed. 

Should you have any enquiries or wish to discuss this matter further, please contact Ron Zwicker, Special 
Projects Manager on (02) 4227 7639. 

Yours faithfully 

David F 
Gene 
Woll nac 

armer 
q-al Manager 
ngong City Council 

Department of Pinnning 

7 JUL 7014 

Scanning Roum 
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WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL 
Address 41 Burelli Street Wollongong • Post Locked Bag 8821 Wollongong DC NSW 2500 
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Ms S Wilson 
Planning Officer 
Mining Projects 
Development Assessment Systems and Approvals 
NSW Department of Planning & Environment 
GPO Box 39 
SYDNEY NSW 2001 

Dear Ms Wilson 

II 1111H1 
Your Ref: MP 10-0046 Mod 2 
Our Ref: Z14/408508 
File: MP-2010/46/B 
Date: 2 October 2014 

RUSSELL VALE COLLIERY — RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS - PRELIMINARY WORKS PROJECT 
MODIFICATION 2 

Thank you for providing Council with the opportunity to provide comment on the revised Be!Iambi Gully Flood 
Study dated 27 August 2014 prepared by Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd on behalf of Wollongong Coal for the 
Russell Vale Colliery site. 

The revised Be!Iambi Gully Flood Study has been reviewed against the provisions of Chapter E13: Floodplain 
Management and Chapter E14: Stormwater Management of Wollongong Development Control Plan 2009. In 
this regard, the revised Be!Iambi Gully Flood Study should include final flood mitigation option(s) based upon 
realistic design assumptions such that no additional flooding impacts occur to areas downstream of the site. 
This includes no flow diversions down BeIlambi Lane for any storm event. 

In particular, the design of the culvert being proposed adjacent to the stockpile access road should be based 
on a 100 year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) or greater analysis using the Wollongong City Council 'policy 
based' conduit blockage criteria. In addition, the proposed swale alongside the stockpile access road should 
be designed to cater for the contributing 100 year ARI design flows or greater and ensure that these flows can 
be conveyed to the licensed discharge point at BelIambi Creek. 

In light of the above, it is recommended that detailed survey work of the site take place bearing in mind the 
comments raised above and in Council's previous letter dated 5 August 2014. 

Should you have any enquiries or wish to discuss this matter further, please contact Mr Ron Zwicker, Special 
Projects Manager on (02) 4227 7639. 

Yours faithfully 

Davidfarmer 
Genetal Manager 
Wollongong City Council 

Department of Planning 

OCT 2014 

Scanning Room 
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